
Automation technology becomes more sophis-

ticated these days, enabling vessel owners 

around the world prioritize the optimization of 

operational hours and safety. To support these 

developments Van Halteren Technologies  

developed a new perception system for auto- 

nomous offshore transfer, which significantly 

improves both safety and performance of the 

transfer system.

Increasing safety and performance

Once connected, the transfer system utilizes the usual 

motion compensation, which works alongside the 

vessel’s dynamic positioning system to ensure a safe, 

steady connection between the ship and the platform. 

It is known that the majority of the issues with  

gangway systems happen during the landing phase. 

These issues can be prevented by utilizing a VHT  

perception system for autonomous docking.  

Autonomizing the docking process will reduce the  

human factor and simplify the transfer process.

Cameras, radar and sensors 

Through a combination of sophisticated radar  

technology, cameras and sensors, the system  

automatically determines a set point which is send  

to the gangway control system, without the need  

for manual input. This means that the operation is  

Significant improvements on safety and performance

Autonomous docking system
for offshore transfer



consistent and reliable, regardless of weather and 

ocean conditions. Once connected, the landing utilizes 

the usual motion compensation which works alongside 

the vessel’s dynamic positioning system to ensure a 

safe, steady connection between the ship and the  

platform. The perception system is an independent 

and stand alone system, which can be installed on  

any type of offshore transfer or landing system.

Benefits 

  Simplified transfer operation

  Increased safety

  Reducing the human factor

Collaboration with Bosch corporate Research
The perception system is developed in close cooperation with specialists from Bosch Corporate Research.

By collaborating with the Bosch departments, VHT is able to make use of the Group’s latest technological  

developments in sensors, software and autonomous systems.
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